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Registry: Calgary

Between:
Her Majesty the Queen

- and -

Becca Leslie Perrault

Reasons for Sentence of the Honourable Judge A.A. Fradsham

Introduction
[1]
Becca Leslie Perrault (who is transgender, identifies as male, and prefers to be referred to
as “he/him”) pleaded guilty to a charge that he:
COUNT 2: Between the 4th day of April, 2020, and the 7th day of November,
2020, both dates inclusive, at or near Calgary, Alberta did unlawfully being the
owner or person in charge of an animal did cause or allow the animal to be in
distress, contrary to section 2(1) of the Animal Protection Act.
[2]

The matter is before me for sentencing.

[3]
Unless otherwise specifically noted, a reference in these Reasons to a section number is a
reference to that section number in the Animal Protection Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. A-41.
Issues
[4]
The Crown and defence jointly submitted that I should suspend the passage of sentence
and put Mr. Perrault on probation for 18 months. I agree.
[5]

The issues before me for resolution are:
1. Should I make an order [under sections 12(2) and 12(3)] prohibiting Mr.
Perrault from having custody of an animal?
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2. If a prohibition order is made, should the period of prohibition be for Mr.
Perrault’s lifetime, or for some shorter period of time?

4. If a prohibition order is made, does the Court have the implied authority to
subsequently amend the prohibition order in respect of the order’s duration
or its conditions?
5. Does section 12(3) give the Court the authority to include, as one of the
terms or conditions included in a prohibition order, a provision granting to
the Court the ability in law to subsequently review, and, if there is a
material change in the circumstances of the offender, vary or terminate the
prohibition order?
Facts
The Offence
[6]
An “Agreed Statement of Facts Pursuant to Section 655 of the Criminal Code of Canada”
was marked as Exhibit 1 in the sentence hearing.2
[7]

The Agreed Statement of Facts states:
1. On November 6, 20220 Meagan MAH (“MAH”) contacted the Calgary
Humane Society (“CHS”) to report her concern about a dog who she believed
was being neglected. At the time, MAH was PERRAULT’s social worker.
PERRAULT is transgender and identifies as male.
2. PERRAULT owned a border collie called “ANGRA” who MAH believed was
being kenneled excessively in his own feces and urine, was in thin body
condition and had a matted coat. MAH told CHS that the dog was left in his
kennel for days at a time and the basement suite PERRAULT lived in did not
have adequate ventilation. MAH further stated that the dog was poorly
socialized and had a tendency to bite.
3. On November 6, 2020, CHS peace officers MOORE and KLOOSTER went to
PERRAULT’s basement suite in NW Calgary for a welfare check on the dog.
There was no response at the door, so the officers left a notification on the
door for PERRAULT to contact them within 24 hours.
4. CHS peace officers had been to PERRAULT’s home on two prior occasions:
April 25, 2020 and August 3, 2020. On each of these occasions, PERRAULT

1

2

For example, allowing Mr. Perrault to have custody of one animal coupled with a system of inspections.

Section 655 of the Criminal Code applies to prosecutions under the Animal Protection Act, supra: section 795 of
the Criminal Code makes section 655 of the Criminal Code apply to summary conviction prosecutions, section 3 of
the Provincial Offences Procedure Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. P-34, (POPA) states that the provisions of the Criminal
Code “that are applicable in any manner to summary convictions and related proceedings apply in respect of every
matter to which this Act applies”, and sections 1(e) and 2 of POPA have the combined effect of making POPA apply
to offences created by provincial legislation (such as the Animal Protection Act).
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3. If a prohibition order is made, should it contain conditions which
ameliorate the severity of the prohibition?1

consented to the peace officers entering his basement suite to check on the
welfare of ANGRA. Each time, the peace officers educated PERRAULT on
proper care for ANGRA, and that told him he needed to keep the basement
suite clean of feces, urine, garbage and pet hair. PERRAULT was told that if
the living conditions worsened, ANGRA could be seized and PERRAULT
could be charged under the Animal Protection Act for causing or permitting
ANGRA to be in distress.
5. On November 7, 2020, as CHS had not been contacted about ANGRA, CHS
peace officers GIBSON and AKTUG returned to PERRAULT’s home. They
knocked on the door and PERRAULT answered. They told PERRAULT
about the welfare complaint they had received and asked if they could see
PERRAULT’s dog and the dog’s living conditions.
6. PERRAULT did not consent to the peace officers entering his home, but he
brought ANGRA to the door. ANGRA was 1 year old. PERRAULT had
owned ANGRA since he was 2 months old. The officers noted that ANGRA
was emaciated and determined he was 1/0 on the Purina Body Condition
System. A 1/9 means: ribs, lumbar vertebrae, pelvic bones and all bony
prominences evidence from a distance; no discernible body fat; obvious loss
of muscle mass.
7. The officers also noted that ANGRA’s fur was covered in feces and urine and
that he emitted a very strong odour of ammonia. Concluding that ANGRA
was in distress, and based on the two previous times CHS officers had
attended PERRAULT’S home to educate him on appropriate care and living
conditions for ANGRA, the officers seized ANGRA pursuant to the Animal
Protection Act.
8. On November 7, 2020 CHS veterinarian Dr. TOY examined ANGEA. Dr.
TOY found that ANGRA was emaciated, severely dehydrated, had a
significant heart murmur, was heavily matted and smelled strongly of urine
and feces. Due to his emaciation, ANGRA was put on a refeeding diet while
at CHS. CHS staff noted that ANGRA had a ravenous appetite and thirst
when food and water were offered. Regular weight rechecks were scheduled
and ANGRA put on weight while in the care of CHS without further medical
intervention (4.62 pounds in 16 days). The heart murmur was also resolved;
Dr. TOY concluded that the murmur was most likely due to ANGRA’S severe
dehydration.
9. Diagnostics were performed and no underlying health condition could be
identified to account for the emaciation and severe dehydration. Dr. TOY
concluded that the reason ANGRA was emaciated and severely dehydrated
was because he was deprived of adequate food and water. ANGRA was also
deprived of proper grooming as evidenced by the heavy matting, feces and
urine on his coat. Dr. TOY assessed that ANGRA was in distress for a period
of at least 4 weeks. These assessments are also based on the minimal length
of time it would take for ANGRA to be in this condition.
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11. While in the care of CHS, ANGRA administered two severe bites to a CHS
staff member. On November 25, 2020 ANGRA was euthanized due to
ongoing concerning aggressive behaviours that CHS staff concluded could not
be resolved through training. In other words, there is a level of aggression
that cannot be trained out, especially if there is a practiced bite history, as
there was with ANGRA.
The Offender
[8]

Mr. Perrault is 22 years of age. He has no criminal record.

[9]
Mr. Perrault was placed in foster care when he was 9 years old, and was returned to the
care of his parents when he was 12 years old. When Mr. Perrault was 13 years old, he shared
with others that he was transgender. He states that he has a strained relationship with his mother
and elder sister. Mr. Perrault’s father died of a heroin overdose. Mr. Perrault currently receives
counselling and medical assistance. Exhibit 6 in these proceedings is a letter dated September
21, 2021, from Dr. Benjamin Grintuch who is a psychiatrist (child and adolescent psychiatrist)
with Alberta Health Services. In that letter, Dr. Grintuch states (and I accept):
I have been treating Becca Perrault since the 19th of November, 1999. They are a
transgender male preferring the name Vex and male pronouns and will be referred
to as such in this letter. I have diagnosed Vex with Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD), Major Depressive Disorder (MDD), Generalized Anxiety
Disorder (GAD) and Gender Dysphoria. Vex’s symptoms are considered severe
and have significant impact on life and functioning with chronic struggles with
suicidal thoughts. Their mental health is significantly impairing their day to day
function. There are numerous treatments modalities for these struggles and Vex
continues to access supports at the Alex Youth Health Centre. One modality of
treatment is a service dog which has indications for the treatment of PTSD, MDD
and GAD. Recognizing the symptoms are severe and debilitating this treatment
modality could be significantly helpful for Vex in their recovery.
[10] Mandy Karr, MN is with The Alex Community Health Centre. Her letter (Exhibit 5)
dated August 26, 2021, states:
Vex is a long term patient at The Alex Youth Health Centre. He has been a
patient of the clinic since October 2014. Vex has asked me to comment on his
physical health as he has found dogs and cats to be beneficial for both his physical
and mental health struggles. Vex suffers from chronic pain long-term. He has
chronic back pain, right foot pain, and right shoulder pain. He reports episodes of
his legs giving out resulting in him collapsing that is not yet diagnosed. He has
seen a sports medicine physician and diagnosed with patellar-femoral syndrome
in his right knee and right rotator cuff syndrome/tendonitis. He also has
migraines with aura. Vex reports dogs helping in the past with his emotional and
physical concerns.
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10. Prior to being examined at CHS, the last time ANGRA had been to the
veterinarian was in October 29, 2019 for puppy vaccinations. PERRAULT
told CHS peace officers that he did not believe that ANGRA was in need of
medical care at the time he was seized on November 7, 2020.
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[11] Dr. Brandon Cai is a medical doctor with The Alex Community Health Centre. His letter
(Exhibt 4) dated December 15, 2020, states:
Depression, suicidal ideation
Anxiety
PTSD
ADHD
Gender dysphoria
Chronic pain
Avoidant personality trait
Since picking up his emotional support animals in 2019, he benefitted
significantly and noted improvement in symptoms:
Happier, more sociable, leaving house more often, going for walks despite
chronic pain, less anxious, better sleep, better self care, going to appts, less
irritable, less suicidal thoughts.
[12] Additional letters of support, and a letter from Mr. Perrault himself, were also filed as
exhibits 3 and 9 respectively. The thrust of their content may be fairly summarized as advancing
the position that Mr. Perrault derives discernable mental health benefits from having an animal
present in his living environment. Mr. Perrault encapsulated the submissions in his own letter
when he wrote: “To me, my animals are my grounding point; safety and stability much like with
a best friend at my side.” I accept that.
Law and Analysis
[13]

Both the question of:
1. should the Court make “an order restraining the owner from continuing to
have custody of an animal for a period of time specified by the Court”?
and the question of:
2. what terms and conditions, if any, should be incorporated into such an order if
it is made?

put in competition with each other the interests of society in protecting animals from neglect at the
hands of the offender and the interests of the offender (and, indirectly, society) in seeking
assistance with his mental health issues.
[14] The Animal Protection Act, supra, is a regulatory, public welfare statute. The offences
committed by violating section 2 are strict liability offences. The legislation is designed to
impose minimum standards of conduct in relation to animals in respect of which one is the owner
or the person in charge [section 2(1)], or in respect of those animals which would be caused
distress by one’s conduct [section 2(1.1)]. On the continuum of regulatory offences, the offences
created by section 2 of the Animal Protection Act are more akin to criminal offences (see
generally: R. v. Wholesale Travel Group Inc. (1991) 130 N.R. 1 (S.C.C.); R. v. Irving 2019
ABPC 307; R. v. McConkey 2008 ABPC 37).
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Vex has been diagnosed with:

[15] In my respectful view, the comments of our Court of Appeal at paragraphs 20-46 in R. v.
Chen 2021 ABCA 382, though made in the context of a Criminal Code offence, must inform
one’s approach to sentencing individuals for offences committed under the Animal Protection
Act, supra. Of particular relevance to the issues before me are Justice Paperny’s statements
about orders prohibiting the offender from having the custody of animals in the future. Her
Ladyship said:
1. “...prohibition orders are designed to prevent further harm and protect
animals”: paragraph 25
2. “While deterrence and denunciation are the primary sentencing principles,
other sentencing principles are also engaged. The amendments to the
animal cruelty provisions in the Criminal Code do not speak only of
punishment, but also protection for the animal victim....For example,
greater consideration should be paid to prohibition orders to ensure the
offender is no longer in a position to harm animals....In circumstances
where there is a reasonable risk of future harm to the animal, or any
animal, an appropriate order should be made to prevent such harm”:
paragraph 40.
[16] Both the Criminal Code (section 447.1) and the Animal Protection Act (section 12) state
that a sentencing Court “may” make an order in relation to the offender’s legal authority to have
custody of animals in the future; in the case of the Criminal Code, the operative word is
“prohibiting”, while in the Animal Protection Act, the operative word is “restraining”. Both
pieces of legislation permit the Court to set the period of time during which the order is effective.
Justice Paperny’s observations about the purpose of prohibition orders made under the Criminal
Code apply equally to the equivalent prohibition orders made under the Animal Protection Act,
supra.3
[17] A prohibition order made under section 12 of the Animal Protection Act has as its sole
purpose the protection of animals. If the facts found by the Court, as a result of
(1) direct evidence or admission; or
(2) reasonable inference drawn from other established facts; or
(3) a combination of both,
lead the Court to conclude that “there is a reasonable risk of future harm” being caused to animals
by the offender, then a prohibition order under section 12 “should be made”. The length of time
during which the order should be in force will be determined by the Court’s assessment of how
long into the future the offender’s custody of animals will create a “reasonable risk of future harm”
to those animals. Whether or not a section 12 prohibition order is made, and, if made, the
determination of the duration or terms and conditions of such an order, are not functions of the
needs or desires of the offender. A section 12 prohibition order is a vehicle by which society
extends protection to animals. Consequently, if the facts before the Court lead to the conclusion
that “there is a reasonable risk of future harm” to animals, then, as stated in R. v. Chen, supra, the
Court should make the prohibition order regardless of the benefits which the offender might enjoy
Though the Animal Protection Act uses the term “may make an order restraining the owner...”, for ease of
reference, I will use the term “prohibition order”. Nothing distinguishes the substance of the two terms.
3
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[18] The above analysis sets out the goal to be achieved by a section 12(2) prohibition order
(i.e., future protection of animals). However, that legislative goal does not change the law that
sentencing principles (including proportionality) apply to prohibition orders (see: R. v. Wauer
2014 ABCA 270, at paragraph 14; though that case involved a firearms prohibition order, the
reasoning applies to the case at bar).
[19] In its submissions relating to the section 12(2) prohibition order it seeks, the Crown
proposed that the Order contain the following provision:
“This Court reserves the ability to re-assess this lifetime ban at a later date.”
The Crown submitted that such a provision is permitted by section 12(3) which reads:
“(3) The Court may make an order under subsection (2) on any terms and
conditions it considers appropriate.”
[20] The submissions of the Crown were to the effect that the evidence currently before the
Court invariably leads one to conclude that there is a reasonable risk of future harm to any
animals under the control of Mr. Perrault, and further that there is no reliable evidence to allow
one to reasonably predict if, or when, that reasonable risk of future harm will abate. The Crown
submitted that the state of the evidence currently before the court leads to the conclusion that an
order, for Mr. Perrault’s lifetime, should be made restraining him from having custody of any
animal.
[21] However, the Crown further submitted that it is possible that in the future there might be
a change in the circumstances of Mr. Perrault such that the currently perceived “reasonable risk
of future harm” to animals under his control would cease to exist. While at present it is no more
than speculation whether such a change will occur, it is reasonable at present to conclude that
such a change might occur in the future. I agree.
[22] The Crown’s suggested provision as set out above is an attempt to allow the Court, in the
future, to effect an alteration to the section 12(2) order if there should occur a change in
circumstances warranting such an alteration.
[23] With respect, I am of the view that the authority granted by section 12(3) to include terms
and conditions in a prohibition order is not so expansive as to allow the Court to confer upon
itself, as a term or condition of the order, if it does not already exist, the authority to amend the
order in the future. What section 12(3) does do is to provide the Court with a wide latitude
within which to include, at the time the order is made, terms and conditions which will give
detail and specificity to the prohibition being imposed, or will set out circumstances upon the
happening of which the extent of the prohibition will alter. An example of such a term or
condition is found in R. v. Schultz (No. 3) 2019 ABPC 97 at paragraph 86.
[24] In my respectful view, section 12(3) in its current form, does not allow a Court to create
and grant itself, in an individual case, an otherwise non-existent power to review and alter, in the
future, the prohibition order it has made.
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by having the custody of an animal. When it comes to determining whether a section 12
prohibition order is made (and, if made, its terms, conditions, and duration), the competition
between (1) the interests of society in protecting animals, and (2) the interests of, and relating to,
the offender, must be resolved in favour of protecting animals.
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[26] If the law currently gives the Court that power, then the flexibility sought by the Crown
through its proposed section 12(3) “term and condition” already exists. If the law already grants
that power to the Court, then the laudable goal sought by the Crown is achievable without
pushing section 12(3) beyond its proper bounds.
[27] The Provincial Court of Alberta is a statutory court. As explained in R. v. Gunn 2003
ABQB 314, the Provincial Court has the powers specifically granted to it by statutes, and those
implied powers which are necessarily incidental (1) to controlling its own process, or (2) to the
proper exercise of those specific powers granted by statute. At paragraph 41 of R. v. Gunn,
supra, Justice Langston, in reference to the second group of implied powers, set out this test for
determining whether a power is granted to a Court by implication:
[41] I think it is fair to say that when determining what is necessarily incidental or
ancillary to jurisdiction conferred by statute, the court can ask itself whether the
power is necessary in order for the statutory court to discharge its mandate.
[28] Justice Langston’s test was applied by Justice Jeffrey in R. v. KP 2017 ABQB 5. Justice
Jeffrey said:
[33] The power to conduct a bail hearing is not stated expressly in the statute, but
it may nevertheless be necessarily implied. The test for whether a statutory body
enjoys any particular power by necessary implication was articulated by the
Alberta Court of Appeal in R v RJH, 2000 ABCA 111, at para 27:
Adding provisions to a statute by necessary implication cannot be
done on a judicial whim. The test to be met before provisions may
be added requires “so strong a probability of intention that an
intention contrary to that which is imputed...[by the statute]...
cannot be supposed”: (Re) Smoky River Coal Ltd. and United Steel
Workers of America, Local 7621 et al. (1984), 1984 CanLII 1165
(AB QB), 8 D.L.R. (4th) 603 (Alta. Q.B.) ...
[34] In R v Gunn, 2003 ABQB 314, the test was phrased in these words, at para
41:
...when determining what is necessarily incidental or ancillary to
jurisdiction conferred by statute, the court can ask itself whether
the power is necessary in order for the statutory court to discharge
its mandate ...
[35] I find that test to be satisfied here. That is, the YCJA does accord to the YCJC
the jurisdiction to grant interim release in these circumstances. In reading the
statute as a whole, harmoniously with its scheme, its object and the intention of
Parliament, such jurisdiction is more than “a strong probability”. It is necessary
for the YCJC to be able to discharge its express mandate….
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[25] However, that conclusion is not determinative of the broader and more fundamental issue
raised by the Crown: does the law, as it now is, permit the Court, in the future, to hear an
application to alter, or terminate, a section 12(2) prohibition order, and to grant that application if
there has been a change in circumstances sufficient to warrant such relief?
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[30] Part of the Court’s mandate under the Animal Protection Act, supra, is to sentence those
who are convicted of committing offences under the legislation. Within that mandate, are the
following duties:
1. A duty to make a section 12(2) prohibition order when the circumstances
require.
2. A duty to ensure that any sentence (which includes a section 12(2)
prohibition order) imposed on an offender is a “proportionate” sentence as
the jurisprudence has defined that term.
[31] Though section 12(2) uses the phrase “may make an order”, the jurisprudence is clear
that if the Court concludes that “there is a reasonable risk of future harm to the animal, or any
animal, an appropriate order should be made to prevent such harm” (emphasis added): R. v.
Chen, supra.
[32] Consequently, when, as in the case at bar, the facts as they are presently before the Court,
lead the Court to conclude that there is a reasonable risk of future harm to animals which are
within the control of the offender, then a section 12(2) order should be made. The order should
be made for the period of time during which one reasonably expects the facts which give rise to
the order to continue. When, as in the case at bar, the evidence does not allow one to reasonably
conclude if, or when, those facts will change such as to make the order unnecessary for the
prevention of future harm to animals, then the order should be made for life. Such an order does
not offend the principle of proportionality.
[33] However, it is reasonably possible that during the term of the prohibition order
circumstances surrounding and involving the offender may change such that the continuation of
the section 12(2) prohibition order is no longer necessary, and therefore that part of the
continuing sentence will no longer be proportionate.
[34] The only way by which the Provincial Court can discharge its mandate to ensure that the
continuing element (the section 12(2) order) of the sentence it imposed remains proportionate
during its term is by being able to hear applications to vary or terminate the section 12(2) order,
and to effect such variations or termination, if circumstances warrant. The power to hear such
applications, and to grant such relief if warranted, is necessary for the Provincial Court to
discharge its mandate to impose section 12(2) orders which remain proportionate for their term.
Consequently, I find that the power to hear, and if justified, grant, during the term of a section
12(2) order, applications to vary or terminate the section 12(2) order, is implied by the provisions
of the Animal Protection Act.4
4

I am aware of the decision in R. v. Sudweeks 2002 CarswellBC 3658 (B.C. Prov. Ct.). In that case, the learned
sentencing judge was sentencing Mr. Sudweeks for an offence under the British Columbia equivalent of our Animal
Protection Act. On the issue of making an order prohibiting Mr. Sudweeks from owning or having the care or
custody of animals, Judge Barnett had brought to his attention an unreported decision of the British Columbia
Provincial Court in which Judge Clare had said that the order he was making could be reviewed in five years. At
paragraph 28 of the Sudweeks decision, Judge Barnett said of Judge Clare’s statement: “Judge Clare, when he
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[29] In the case at bar, Justice Langston’s question from Gunn becomes: is the power to
review in the future, and if warranted by a change in circumstances, to alter or terminate a
section 12(2) prohibition order, necessary in order for the Provincial Court to discharge its
mandate under the Animal Protection Act?

[35] It is fair to ask: Could not these concerns be raised in respect of all sentences imposed by
Courts? Might not future changes in circumstances make any sentence subject to the criticism
that it is no longer proportionate? For example, does a gaol sentence for assault become
disproportionate if during the time it is being served the offender effects significant, positive
changes in his her behaviour through learning coping mechanisms to address issues such as those
relating to anger management? Does that mean the sentence can be revisited by the sentencing
court? In my respectful view, the analysis I have set out in these Reasons is not capable of such
universal application.
[36] In the example of the gaol sentence, it must be remembered that the sentence imposed is
the product of considering many factors, not all of which are related only to the offender. The
sentence will have been crafted to address one or more of the objectives set out in section 718
[e.g., general deterrence (deterring others from similar offending conduct), or denunciation (a
statement of society’s degree of rejection of the offending behaviour)]. The sentence is not a
product of only factors related to the offender, and therefore changes in the future circumstances
of the offender do not necessitate an ability for the sentencing court to revisit the sentence in
order to keep the sentence proportionate. The proportionality of the sentence is determined as at
the time of sentencing (i.e., society’s view of the gravity of the offence at the time of sentencing,
and the offender’s degree of responsibility at the time of offending). Future events do not
change those factors as determined at the time of sentencing.
[37] In the case at bar, the portion of the sentence being considered is the section 12(2)
prohibition order. The order has the goal of protecting animals from future harm occasioned by
acts or neglect on the part of the offender. Though a prohibition order might ostensibly appear to
the offender, and even to the casual observer in the public, to be a form of punishment, the order
really is an instrument of prevention of future harm. The only justification to impose it is a
conclusion that there is a reasonable risk of future harm to animals. If that conclusion ceases to
be valid, then the justification for the order ceases to exist. That line of reasoning applies
because of the unique sentencing goal of a section 12(2) prohibition order, and, to answer the
question posed above, it does not apply to all sentences imposed by a court.
[38] Does an implied power to revisit a section 12(2) prohibition order offend the principle of
functus officio? In respectful view, it does not. In Chandler v. Alberta Association of
Architects [1989] 2 S.C.R. 848, Justice Sopinka said (at pp 861-2):
...As a general rule, once such a tribunal has reached a final decision in respect to
the matter that is before it in accordance with its enabling statute, that decision
cannot be revisited because the tribunal has changed its mind, made an error
within jurisdiction or because there has been a change of circumstances. It can
only do so if authorized by statute or if there has been a slip or error within the
exceptions enunciated in Paper Machinery Ltd. v. J. O. Ross Engineering Corp.,
supra.

sentenced Mr. Roos, said that the order could be reviewed in five years. I do not know where Judge Clare thought he
was getting the authority to make such an order in the case of Mr. Roos. But, in any event, I am not making that sort
of an order here today. That is part of the overall punishment in this case, in my opinion.” I infer from Judge
Barnett’s comment that he did not have the advantage of submissions on the point. However, it is clear that Judge
Barnett would not have made such an order quite apart from the jurisdictional question. His comment about
jurisdiction was obiter. The outcome in the Sudweeks decision does not alter the conclusions I have set out.
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[40]

I say two more things in relation to this issue:
1. It is no answer to the problem of the continued proportionality of a section
12(2) order when circumstances vary such that the rationale for the order
no longer exist to say: The offender affected by the order can appeal. First,
such a process will almost invariably require the offender to apply to the
appellate court for an order extending an appeal period which may have
expired years before, followed by a separate application for leave to
adduce fresh evidence before the appellate court. That is a cumbersome
process which is not a good use of appellate court resource. More to the
point, that process does not assist the Provincial Court in discharging its
mandate under the Animal Protection Act. Indeed, it is a process
predicated on there having been a failure on the part of the Provincial
Court to discharge its mandate. Such a use of the appeal process, by
definition, involves another court “correcting” the failure of the Provincial
Court to impose a sentence (the section 12(2) order) which is
proportionate for its entire term. Consequently, the appeal process is not a
reason to conclude that there is no implied power in the Provincial Court
to entertain, and, if justified, grant alterations to, or terminate, section
12(2) orders granted by the Court. Indeed, if on the face of it, the Act as
written results in a conclusion that an appeal is the only mechanism to
effect changes to the section 12(2) order to vary or terminate, then that
conclusion is further evidence that such an implied power is much more
than convenient; it is necessary for the Provincial Court to discharge its
mandate under the Act.
2. I am aware that there may be some who will not be persuaded by my
reasoning. Sadly, such judicial disagreement will not be helpful to the
public, nor to the legal profession which tries to advise the public. If the
government agrees that the Provincial Court should have the power which
I say is currently implied by the legislation, and wants to eliminate all
doubt on the issue, I respectfully suggest that the government should,
through the legislative process, amend the Animal Protection Act to
specifically include the power which I say now exists by necessary
implication.

[41] In the case at bar, I find that the facts as they are now known make it necessary to impose
a section 12(2) prohibition order for life. The facts do not support an order permitting Mr.
Perrault to have the custody of any animal, and there is no evidence before me which allows me
to reasonably conclude that the situation will change in the foreseeable future. Even a term of the
order which would require periodic checks by a veterinarian, or by a Calgary Humane Society
official, of any animal in Mr. Perrault’s custody is non-responsive to the problem as it exists in
this specific case. The current evidence leads to a reasonable conclusion that any such animal
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[39] If there exists an implied power in the Court to revisit section 12(2) orders, then the Court
is “authorized by statute” as that exception to the general rule is explained by Justice Sopinka. If
the implied power I have described exists, then the principle of functus officio is not engaged.
The existence of the principle in general of functus officio, is not, in and of itself, a reason to
conclude that the Animal Protection Act does not imply the power.

would suffer harm through neglect. A periodic, future check of the animal would simply detect
the expected harm, it would not prevent the harm from occurring. Section 12(3) terms which
require periodic checks of any animal which an offender is permitted to possess post-conviction
are predicated on a set of facts which lead one to reasonably conclude that safeguards have been
put in place which make it more likely than not that the animal will not be harmed; the periodic
checks are a way to monitor whether the safeguards are proving to be effective as expected, and
to remedy the situation if they are not.
Sentence
[42] I suspend the passage of sentence and require Mr. Perrault to enter into a probation order
having a duration of 18 months. The terms of the probation order will be as follows:
1. Keep the peace and be of good behaviour
2. Appear before the court when required to do so.
3. Promptly notify probation of any change of name, address, or place of
occupation.
4. Report to probation within two business days and thereafter as directed.
5. Take such assessment and counselling as directed by probation.
6. Provide probation with proof satisfactory to probation that you have taken
the counselling to which you have been directed.
7. Provide probation with such waivers of confidentiality as are necessary so
that probation may receive information from those providing counselling
to you.
8. Comply with all the provisions of any order made against you under the
Animal Protection Act (Alberta).
[43] I also make an order under section 12(2) of the Animal Protection Act restraining the
offender from having the custody of any animal for his lifetime. Nothing in that order prevents
the offender from making an application (in accordance with the Court’s rules of procedure)
requesting the Court to exercise its implied powers under the Act to vary or terminate the order
on the basis of a material change in circumstances.
Dated at the City of Calgary, Alberta this 17th day of December, 2021.

A.A. Fradsham
A Judge of the Provincial Court of Alberta
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